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Rinnoo.net is the most accurate and detailed places’ directory ever done.  
 
What makes it special: 

   What is Rinnoo.net? 

• 100% Quality Data  
Our staff enters data from official sources only, disallowing the public from 
entering anything. 
 

• FREE to be listed and shown 
Strange but yes! It is completely free to list your brand/company on 
Rinnoo.net, and hundreds of thousands of people will see it monthly for free!  
We’re free since Oct 2012 when we started, and will remain free for ever! 
 
How do we cover the costs? Simply, we love what we do, and we do what we 
love! We pay the bills from our own pockets and sometimes the optional 
advertisements covers part of it.  
 

• We’re an advantage to the Economy and Tourism 
Sure we are! Our 304,000+  unique monthly users find places on Rinnoo.net 
before visiting it on the ground. So we make a positive difference and we are 
proud to say it! 



   Fast Facts (website traffic) 

753,000  

Pageviews  
per month 

442,000  

Visits 
per month 

88% 
Mobiles 12% 

Desktops 
 & Tablets 

304,000  

Unique Users 
per month 



   Advertisement Banners (Desktop)  

Banner 
Monthly 
(USD $) 

Monthly 
(KWD) 

Popup 
(400x400) 

2,500 760 

Sticky Footer 
(1060x90) 

1,950 600 

Side MPU 
(300x250) 

1,500 450 

Middle Center 
(728x90) 

1,250 380 

Skyscraper 
(300x600) 

1,000 300 

* Monthly banners are shown 100% of impressions and 
does not alternate with other ads. 



   Advertisement Banners (Mobile)  

Banner 
Monthly 
(USD $) 

Monthly 
(KWD) 

Popup 
(300x250) 

4,900 1,500 

Sticky Footer 
(320x50) 

3,600 1,100 

Top 
(320x100) 

2,950 900 

Middle 
(300x250) 

2,500 760 

Bottom 
(300x250) 

1,950 600 

* Monthly banners are shown 100% of impressions and 
does not alternate with other ads. 



   Social Media - Instagram 

12.8k 

Followers 

Image Post: 
500 $ 
150 K.D. 

Video Post: 
750 $ 
225 K.D. 



   Social Media - Facebook 

23k Fans 

Single Post: 
300 $ 
100 K.D. 



   Social Media - YouTube 

390 Subscribers 
 

One Video + Article 
2,500 $ 
750 K.D. 

Includes: 
- Uploading your video on our YouTube 

Channel.  
(no limit on video duration) 
 

- Writing about it 2 articles.  
(English + Arabic) 
 

- Publishing it on Rinnoo.net website. 
(Desktop and Mobile) 
 

- Promoting it on our Facebook 4 times/month. 



   Sponsored Listings 

Your listing stays fixed on top for 1 month 

500 $ 
150 K.D. 



   Sponsored Articles 

A detailed article about your business (e.g. Review) 

- Writing 2 articles. 
(English + Arabic) 
 

- Publishing it on Rinnoo.net 
website.  
(Desktop and Mobile) 
 

- Unlimited photos in-between 
the text. 
 

- Usually it is done as 
free/complimentary. 
 
 



   Articles with Links 

A sponsored article about your business containing a backlink 
to your website. 

Single Article: 
200 $ 
60 K.D. 

2 Articles: 
(English + Arabic) 

350 $ 
100 K.D. 
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For more info: 

www.rinnoo.net 


